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Motivation 

In my thesis work I dealt with the motion analysis of vehicles with pneumatic tyres and with 

the analysis of the tyre deformations. Since the second half of 19th century road vehicles were 

equipped with pneumatic tyres to have better drive comfort and to increase the gripping force. 

It is essential to consider the effects of the tyre during the motion analysis of a road vehicle 

since its frictional, elastic and damping properties have significant influence on the dynamics. 

The tyre modelling should start with a motion based differentiation depending on the fact 

which directions of the full spatial motion is the target of the analysis. In some cases only the 

vertical vibration of the tyre is analysed, or in other cases the planar behaviour of the tyre is 

on focus. Other aspect of differentiation is the velocity: distinct simplifications can be made 

for low speed and for high speed manoeuvres. Certainly it is also possible to develop models 

for the full velocity range, but case separation makes modelling easier. In my research I main-

ly deal with low speed manoeuvres, although the speed limit cannot be quantified exactly. 

Basically low velocity manoeuvres mean the parking, turn-back motions at which the vehicles 

drive usually at low speed, but with large steering angle. In my dissertation it is aimed to de-

velop tyre models which can be used for low velocity manoeuvre analysis, during which the 

deformation of the tire can be investigated as well (Szabó, 2006), (Szabó, 2007). On the other 

hand it is also a requirement of the tyre model, that it should contain as few parameters as 

possible. Tyre models usually operate with dozens of parameters which are sometimes physi-

cally unidentifiable (Gipser, 1999). 

I also intended to perform simulations with the developed models. The different tyre models 

are implemented in into vehicle models and the analysis is performed with them. First, simple, 

elementary motions will be investigated: applying driving, braking or steering torque on the 

wheels the vehicle can be brought to motion so the trajectory of the vehicle and the defor-

mation of the tyres can be examined. Performing simulations with vehicle models enable to 

compare different tyre models, or to investigate the effect of the parameter change on the tra-

jectory and on the tyre deformation. Four wheeled vehicle models spread out the range of 

simulations. As an outcome of my research three tyre models were created with different level 

of complexity. Based on the results of the simulations consequences were drawn about the 

effect of the tyre on the trajectory of the vehicle, and correlations were set between the tyre 

deformation and the vehicle’s trajectory. 

 

Research work 

Tyre models 

My purpose was to develop a tyre model which is capable to determine the deformation of 

the tyre during low speed manoeuvres of the vehicle. During my research three tyre models 

with different levels of complexity were created. All of them are based on the brush tyre mod-

el introduced by Pacejka (Figure 1 left side) (Pacejka, 2002). In each case the original tyre 
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model was simplified, since only the planar motion is to be investigated. Therefore the verti-

cal movements and the cambering are neglected, furthermore the tyre deformation is also lim-

ited to the tangential and lateral directions, the radial deformation was ignored. 

   

Figure 1: Spatial tyre brush model (left) and planar brush model (right) 

First a kinematic tyre model based on the principle of minimum energy was created (Figure 

1 right). This model simulates only the contact patch, the deformation outside this area is ne-

glected (Szabó & Takács, 2007), (Szabó, et al., 2006). The operation of this model is based on 

the change of the potential energy of the tyre caused the deformation. During low velocity 

manoeuvres the tyre should have a deformation which results in minimal potential energy. 

During the simulation at each timestep the potential energies of the tyre is calculated and with 

an optimization algorithm the global minimum of this energy is searched which gives the 

equilibrium state of the tyre and actually the new position of the wheel body (1). 
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,   gives the wheel position in global coordinate system;   is the angle between the 

wheel’s and the vehicle’s longitudinal axes; ,u vb b  are the longitudinal and lateral stiffnesses 

of the tyre. 

The inputs of the model are the kinematical and positional coordinates that is the steering an-

gle and the spinning velocity of the wheel. At a given time step the rotation of the wheel disc 

can be calculated from the spinning speed and this rotation makes the tyre deform. The longi-

tudinal and lateral position of the wheel disc at the next time step is determined by the mini-

mum potential energy. This tyre model can be implemented into vehicle model, in this case 

the potential energy of all the tyres has to be calculated, and it results the position of the vehi-

cle. The friction and the sliding phenomena can be considered in this tyre model only based 

on its deformation. 

The second model is the dynamical tyre model which calculates the tyre deformation in the 

contact area either. Each tire element generates spring and damping forces due to their defor-

mation and their deformation velocity which results a distributed load along the contact 

length. Integrating this load by components we get longitudinal, lateral force and steering 

torque which acts on the wheel and brings it into motion. 
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where m  is the mass of the wheel; J 
 and vJ  are the inertias about the spinning and steering 

axis; 
,gF 

, 
,gF 

, 
,gT 

 and 
,g vT  are the stiffness and damping forces in longitudinal and lateral 

directions and the torques about the spinning and steering axes; 
,extF 

, 
,extF 

, 
,extT 

 and 
,ext vT  

are the external forces and torques acting on the wheel disc. ,u vd d  are the damping coeffi-

cients and gr  is the rolling radius. 

This model is excited dynamically: its inputs are the drive, brake and steering torques. The 

output is the same as it was in the previous case: the position and the orientation of the wheel. 

Using Newton’s second law the motion equations can be set up to calculate the displacements 

into the four different degrees of freedom (2), (3). Implementing the wheel models into vehi-

cle models with rigid connection the model has 8 degrees of freedom: 3 DoF for planar mo-

tion, 1 degree for steering and 4 degrees for the spinning of the four wheels. For simulating 

the friction the Coulomb-model was used. 

The third model was built as a multibody dynamical system (Szabó, 2008b), (Szabó, 2009) 

and (Szabó, 2008c). The tyre elements are mass points which are connected by spring-damper 

elements to each other and to the wheel disc (Figure 2). The advantage of this model is that 

the whole circumference of the tyre is taken into account oppositely to the previous models 

where only the contact area was modelled. This hinders the tyre elements to deform without 

affecting the nearby elements. It makes the tyre model more accurate, since in real tyres the 

deformation of a point results in deformation of its surrounding. Similarly to the previous case 

the wheel models are implemented into vehicle models with rigid connection. For simulating 

the tyre deformations and vehicle motions Newton’s second law was used as well, but in this 

case motion equations should be set up for the tyre elements as well (4). 
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 (4) 

where 
gm  is the mass of one tyre element; 

gb  and 
gd  are the stiffness and damping coeffi-

cients; ,t ie , ,v ie , ,t ie  and ,v ie  are the positions and deformations of each tyre element. The 
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drawback of this model is that due to high number of dynamical equations the required com-

putation capacity is high; therefore the numerical calculation is time consuming. The calcula-

tion is similar to the previous model, but now, the position of each tyre element is determined 

by its own dynamical equations. 

 

Figure 2: Multibody dynamical tyre model: spatial (left) and deformed (right) representation 

Simulations 

Simulations were made with tyre models which were implemented into vehicle model 

(Szabó, 2008a). As a result of these simulations the trajectory of the vehicle and the defor-

mations of the tyres were analysed (Szabó & Palkovics, 2009). First elementary simulations 

were carried out where basic motions were defined to inputs of the vehicle model. These basic 

vehicle motions are the acceleration, deceleration, steering at standstill and the constant radius 

circle trajectory manoeuvres (Szabó, 2012). First, the longitudinal manoeuvre is investigated. 

This manoeuvre consists of three sections: acceleration, constant speed and deceleration till 

stop. The vehicle moves on a straight path, the steering angle was zero during the whole ma-

noeuvre. The comparison of the vehicle’s velocity with the circumferential speed of the towed 

and the driven wheels shows the phenomena of the longitudinal slip (Figure 3). 

 
Figure 3: Velocities of the vehicle and of the wheels during the longitudinal manoeuvre 

During the acceleration the driven wheel’s speed is higher than the velocity of the vehicle. 

The brake manoeuvre results opposite difference: the wheel’s speed is lower than the velocity 

of the vehicle. The front wheel was towed during the simulation; its velocity was lower due to 

the rolling resistance. At the beginning the driven wheel’s longitudinal deformation has para-

bolic shape since the load distribution along the contact patch is parabolic. When the tyre 

starts to roll the deformation shape of the tyre changes: at the leading edge the deformation is 
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zero, then it increases linearly and near to the trailing edge it will slide (Figure 4). Lateral will 

not arise since only longitudinal excitation is set. 

 
Figure 4: Longitudinal and lateral deformation during longitudinal manoeuvre at 3rd second 

The next case is the steering at standstill. Neither drive nor brake torque was applied on the 

wheels, only steering torque is acting on the front wheels to make the wheels steered on a 

sinusoidal function. During this manoeuvre the vehicle body starts to move (Figure 5). The 

reason is that during steering the tyres suffer longitudinal and lateral deformations which gen-

erate longitudinal and lateral forces and torques. 

 
Figure 5: Trajectory and orientation change of the vehicle during standstill steering manoeuvre 

On the front, steered wheels the deformation has a linear shape along the contact patch. At 

contact centre the deformation is zero. At this moment the tire only deforms, sliding occurs 

only at the edges of the contact area. The deformations on the rear wheels are much lower 

than on the front ones and it is caused by the movements of the vehicle body. 
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Figure 6: Longitudinal and lateral tyre deformations during the standstill steering at 3rd second 

The third case of basic manoeuvres is a circle path test when the vehicle is driven on a con-

stant radius circle path with constant velocity. This manoeuvre was started at standstill with 

zero steering angle, therefore the manoeuvre was started with an initial section when the vehi-

cle was accelerated, and the front wheels were steered. The vehicle drives along a circle path: 

during 20 seconds the vehicle makes a whole circle (Figure 7). 

 
Figure 7: Trajectory and orientation change of the vehicle at constant steering angle manoeuvre 

At steady state all the tyres have arc shaped deformations of which centre and radius is 

equal to the centre and radius of the circle on which the vehicle is travelling (Figure 8). 

 
Figure 8: Longitudinal and lateral deformations of the tyres during circle trajectory manoeuvre at the 5th second 

The second simulation is an analysis of the effect of the initial tyre deformation (Szabó & 

Takács, 2007). During this, two manoeuvres are set against each other. In both cases the steer-

ing angle is set to 20 degrees, but in first case the simulation was started with this angle i.e. 
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there is no initial deformation in the tyres. In the second case the simulation was started with 

zero steering angle, at the beginning of the simulation the front wheels were steered by 20 

degrees at standstill, and then the vehicle was started. In the second case there is initial de-

formation in the front tyres. With these simulations it can be proven that the vehicle follows 

different path if the tyre has initial deformation (Figure 9). 

 
Figure 9: Trajectory and orientation change during constant steering angle manoeuvre 

Small deviation is to be recognised between the two cases both in the trajectory and in the 

orientation change. After the vehicle travelled a quarter circle, there is 10.55 cm distance be-

tween the vehicle positions in the two different cases (5). The difference of the orientation is 

quite small: it is less than one degree (0.015 rad = 0.85°). 

 
   

2 2
7,118 7,024 7,535 7,487 0,1055m   

 (5) 

In the two cases this deviation arises at the beginning of the simulation. (Figure 10). In the 

case when no initial deformation was set the vehicle starts to turn in positive direction, but in 

the other case the vehicle turn to right at the beginning. After 60-70 milliseconds the yaw rate 

of the vehicle body changes to positive in case of the simulation with initial deformation. For 

the explanation the tyre deformations have to be analysed (Figure 11). 

 
Figure 10: Trajectory and orientation change at the start of the simulation 
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Figure 11: Lateral deformation of the front right and front left tyre at the 10th millisecond 

In the first case there is no deformation on the front tyres, but in the second case due to the 

steering at standstill deformation is arisen on the front tyres. This will generate negative steer-

ing torque about the vehicle’s vertical axis which makes the vehicle to turn into negative di-

rection right after start despite of the positive heading position of the front wheels. When 

drive torque is acting on the rear wheels first the vehicle body starts to move straight ahead, 

which makes the front tyres deform also in lateral deformation. This means that the initial 

deformation shape of the front tyres will be offset in positive direction. In the first case the 

initial deformation was zero this will be changed to a positive constant parallel deformation 

(Figure 12). In the second case the initial deformation was linear with zero value at contact 

centre. This will also be changed to a linear deformation with a positive deformation value at 

the contact centre. Later the wheels start to spin therefore at the leading edge zero defor-

mation will appear, and after some seconds the tyre will have arc shaped deformation as it is 

discussed earlier. 

 
Figure 12: Lateral deformations on the front tyres at the 150th millisecond 

After a few seconds, the deformations of the tyres will be the same, no differences can be 

seen, although the vehicles travel on different trajectories due to the initial deviations (Figure 

13). 
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Figure 13: Lateral deformations on the front tyres at the 4th second 

Finally the effect of the steering geometry error is investigated. (Szabó & Takács, 2008). As 

earlier these simulations are made using the multibody dynamical tyre model on a constant 

radius circle manoeuvre. The steering geometry error is defined on the right front wheel. The 

four wheeled vehicle model uses a virtual middle position front wheel (derived from bicycle 

model) for steering system. The steering angle is defined on this virtual front wheel, and the 

steering angle of the left and right wheels are calculated from it using the Ackermann geome-

try. Now, the calculated steering angle of the front right wheel is modified by the value of the 

steering geometry error. This steering geometry error will affect both on the trajectory and on 

the orientation change of the vehicle (Figure 14). 

 
Figure 14: Trajectory and orientation change of the vehicle at different steering geometry values 

Figure 15 shows the relative change of the turning radius and of the steering torque in func-

tion of the steering error. Positive error results in decreasing, negative error results in increas-

ing of turning radius but this change is not linear and not symmetric. The relative steering 

torque changes oppositely. At positive steering geometry error the front right wheel has larger 

steering angle as it would be required due to the Ackerman geometry thus this wheel would 

turn the vehicle on smaller radius than the front left wheel. Since the turning radius of the 

vehicle is determined by all the four wheels, the real turning radius should be between the 

radii determined by the inner wheels and the outer wheels. The value of this real turning radi-

us is resulted by the wheel loads, tyre stiffnesses and the friction coefficient. Similarly, in case 

of negative turning radius the front right wheel determines larger steering radius, but the real 

value of the radius will be between the radii determined by the inner and the outer wheels, and 

this real radius will be larger than the ideal one. 
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Figure 15: Relative change of the turning radius and the steering torque in function of the steering geometry error 

In case of the positive steering geometry the front right wheel is steered by a larger angle 

than it should be steered according to the Ackerman geometry. This causes a toe-in angle on 

the front wheels which would result in two different turning centres for the vehicle. Certainly 

the vehicle can turn about one centre point which is evolved so that the tyres deform different 

way compared to the errorless case equalizing the kinematic overdetermination. For example 

when the steering error is set to 15 percent (turquoise curve) the front left tyre has smaller and 

the front right tyre has larger deformation than in errorless case (Figure 16). The front right 

wheel is steered by larger angle thus the front left wheel would push the right one to larger 

arc. This generates a negative force on the wheel rim which increases the deformation of the 

tyre in positive direction. Similarly, the front right wheel makes the left on to travel on a 

smaller arc which generates positive side force resulting negative change in the tyre defor-

mation. Negative steering geometry error has opposite effect (blue and black curves), this 

causes toe-out on front wheels. The front right wheel travels on smaller; the front left wheel 

travels on larger arc. 

 
Figure 16: Lateral deformations on front tyres for different steering geometry errors at the 8th second 

Measurements 

Modelling and simulation tasks require measurement support for two reasons. The models 

have several parameters which can be determined by identifications. On the other hand the 

created models have to be validated by tests, which prove that the model maps the real sys-

tem’s behaviour with acceptable deviation. During my research I performed two tests. First, 

the longitudinal and lateral stiffness was identified with measurements using an individual test 

bench. Later vehicle dynamical tests were carried out to set the simulation results against the 

behaviour of the real vehicle. (Szabó, 2013) 
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For the simulations with dynamical tyre models the longitudinal and lateral stiffness values 

of the spring elements are required. This stiffness can be recorded during static measurements, 

so the wheel is not spinning during the test. Just like in case of identification of any elastic 

material, during this measurement the deformation-force characteristics should be recorded as 

well. For this the tyre should be pushed against a high friction surface in normal (radial) direc-

tion, and then the tyre should be deformed either by moving the wheel or by moving the 

ground in longitudinal and lateral direction until the tyre starts to slide. During the measure-

ments both the deformation and the force have to be recorded, and certainly the wheel load 

and the inflation pressure has to be noted. A test bench was built with which both the longitu-

dinal and the lateral characteristics of a tyre can be measured under different load conditions. 

(Figure 17) The test bench consists of an inner and an outer frame. The outer frame has poly-

amide legs through which the frame can be guided in a rail system in the ground both in lon-

gitudinal and lateral direction. The inner frame is also guided by the outer one, but in vertical 

direction, which lets the tyre to freely deform in radial direction. The wheel load can be varied 

by placing dummy loads in the basket of the inner frame. 

 

Figure 17: Test bench for identification of longitudinal and lateral stiffness of the tyre 

The actuator which made the tyre deform was a hydraulic lifter mounted in horizontal direc-

tion to the ground. During the measurement the deformation of the tyre was increased until it 

started to slide. Both the deformation and the force were recorded. This test was repeated in 

longitudinal and lateral directions with different loads and inflation pressures. The force-

deformation characteristics of the measured tyre shows linear nature (Figure 18), thus the 

constant, deformation-independent tyre stiffness can be calculated for the different cases. 

 

Figure 18: Longitudinal force-deformation characteristics of a tyre 
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The pressure dependency of the tyre stiffness shows, that increasing pressure results increas-

ing stiffness (Figure 19). At constant pressure, the tyre stiffness has no load dependency; the 

load only influences the point at which the tyre starts to slide (Figure 20). 

 

Figure 19: Change of specific stiffness in function of inflation pressure 

 

Figure 20: Maximum force and deformation at start of slide in longitudinal (left) and lateral (right) directions 

The stiffness values determined by the measurements are specific values which are valid for 

unit tyre length. However in the tyre model the stiffness is represented as discrete values for 

each tyre element, therefore an optimization has to be carried out. For this, the same environ-

ment is built in the simulations as it was created for the testing. The test bench during the 

measurements was only a geometric constraint to reduce the degrees of freedom of the wheel. 

For the simulation this means that the wheel has only one motion possibility at a time: longi-

tudinal or lateral translational motion. The wheel load is present in the simulation as a param-

eter, and the resulting radial deformation is represented by the length of the contact patch. 

During the simulation, the same forces are acting on the tyres, and at the end of the simulation 

the resulting deformation is compared to the deformation of the measurement. The simulation 

was started with an initially chosen stiffness value which was changed during more iteration 

steps using linear inter- and extrapolating methods. At each iteration step the force was set on 

the wheel as a ramp function to reduce the oscillation of the tyre. The iterative optimization 

was repeated until the deviation in the deformations in the simulation and in the measurement 

reduced below a predefined tolerance. As a validation of this optimization a multipoint simu-

lation was performed to check, whether the individual operating points of the simulation coin-

cides the characteristics originated by the measurements (Figure 21). 
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Figure 21: Comparison of the measurement based characteristics with the optimized tyre model in longitudinal 

(left) and in lateral (right) directions 

For the validation of the vehicle model vehicle dynamical measurements were performed 

(Szabó, 2012). Before the validation several parameters of the vehicle has to be determined: 

some of them can be easily measured (wheelbase, axlebase, wheel load), but the other needed 

measurement based identifications (steering geometry, friction coefficient). Based on these 

parameters a vehicle model was set up in the simulation environment. The test vehicle was 

equipped with steering sensor, which recorded the steering angle and the steering torque, and 

with optical velocity sensor, which measured the accurate velocity both in longitudinal and 

lateral directions. With the test vehicle predefined manoeuvres were carried out, and the same 

manoeuvre was played back in the simulation. The input of the simulation was the absolute 

velocity and the steering angle, and the resulting output was the longitudinal and lateral veloc-

ity components. Three different profiles were analysed (Figure 22), all of them give similar 

results to the measurements. 

 

Figure 22: Longitudinal and lateral velocities during vehicle tests and during simulations in the three different cases 

After the comparison a dynamical vehicle model was set up, which uses slip-curve based 

empirical tyre model. The same three manoeuvres were conducted with this model. The re-

sults showed that not all the manoeuvres could be performed with the empirical tyre model 

(Figure 23). Calculating the slip values it can be stated that the empirical models are not ap-

propriate for low speed manoeuvre simulations (Figure 24). 

 

Figure 23: Longitudinal and lateral velocities during vehicle tests and during simulations with empirical model 
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Figure 24: Longitudinal and lateral slip with empirical tyre model in case of steering after vehicle start manoeuvre 

Future research possibilities 

The models developed during my work has much more potential, as introduced in this dis-

sertation, there are several possibilities for further simulation research and measurements. 

First of all the improvement on multibody dynamical tyre model makes sense. One of the 

simplifications in this model was that the radial deformation of the tyre was neglected. In case 

the radial deformation is taken into account, the static deflection of the tyre can be determined 

by the wheel load, the inflation pressure and the radial stiffness of the tyre. The radial stiff-

ness - similarly to the longitudinal and lateral stiffness - can be identified with measurements 

in function of inflation pressure. Hence there are two additional drawbacks with the calcula-

tion of radial deflection. First, an initial simulation has to be performed for the determination 

of the statically deformed shape of the tyre. On the other hand the collision of the tyre ele-

ments with the ground has to be handled. When a tyre element enters the contact area, it gets 

in contact with the ground. In case of flexible collision the tyre elements start to bounce. The 

advantages of the radial deformation calculation are that the load distribution on the ground 

can be computed in a more exact manner. Furthermore the rolling resistance is originated 

from the radial deformation as well. 

The tyre model was a plane, it had no width, but it could be extended in lateral direction us-

ing more rows of tyre elements. With this extension the degrees of freedom of the tyre can be 

increased by the camber angle. With this the full spatial motion of the wheel and of the tyre is 

modelled. 

Besides the tyre model the vehicle model can be improved as well. The degrees of freedom 

can be increased, but for this a suspension model has to be developed. The complexity of the 

driveline, brake and steering system models can be increased too.  

The above described developments increase the system’s degrees of freedom significantly 

furthermore the radial deformation makes the system stiffer. For the calculation the reduction 

of the time step is not an acceptable solution any more, since the computation time would be 

extreme long. As a possible improvement a better numerical algorithm should be chosen to 

solve the differential equations. For example a variable step solver for stiff equations can be 

selected. 

For this development further measurements are required. The radial characteristics of the 

tyre have to be recorded. The test bench is applicable for this test: both the pressure and the 

load dependency can be determined. As it was proved, the damping of the tyre is an important 

parameter, which should be identified. For this, some improvements should be made on the 

test bench. It would be useful to perform more vehicle dynamical measurements during which 
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the tire forces are recorded as well. The most expedient measurement would be to measure the 

tyre deformation either on test bench or during vehicle tests. 

New scientific results of the research 

During my research the new results are summarised in five theses. 

First thesis 

The first result of my work is a brush model based tyre model which operates using the 

principle of minimum energy and which uses only a few parameters to simulate the low speed 

manoeuvres (Szabó, et al., 2006), (Szabó & Takács, 2008). 

My motivation was to develop a tyre model which needs only a few parameters and imple-

menting into a four wheeled vehicle model it is applicable for simulating the low speed ma-

noeuvres. Low speed manoeuvres contain the stop-restart case as well therefore the model 

requires to property of memory effect. The advantage of this model is that it requires only 

three tyre parameters: the length of the contact patch, the ratio of the longitudinal and lateral 

stiffness and the deformation coefficient at which the tyre elements start to slide. This model 

can be applied only at low speed manoeuvres, because at higher speeds this kinematic model 

will result larger errors due to the dynamic effects. 

As a first step of model building the possible simplifications were defined. In case of low 

speed manoeuvres only the planar motions of the vehicle body is taken into account. There-

fore in case of the tyre is satisfactory to use the contact area in the model in spite of the whole 

circumference. Besides the three general coordinate of the vehicle body, each wheel has its 

spinning motion. The stiffness of the tyre is represented by the stiffness of the spring elements 

mounted on the circumference of the wheel rim in radial direction. The general coordinates of 

the vehicle and the wheels are determined based on their possible motion directions. 

Second, the equations for the determination of the change of potential energy have been set 

up in function of vehicle and wheel movements. The possible motions of the vehicle and 

wheel bodies were taken into account, just like the steering geometry and the effect of the 

differential gear. The adhesion property of the tyre was modelled via the deformation of the 

tyre elements. Two parabolic deformation bounds were set which determines the boundary 

deformations for static and sliding friction. 

Finally the Nelder-Mead minimum searching algorithm was chosen to find that general co-

ordinate vector at which the sum of the potential energy of the tyres is minimal. The new po-

sition of the vehicle and wheels is determined by this coordinate vector. 

Second thesis 

Using a multibody dynamical tyre model I stated relations between the vehicle’s trajectory 

and the tyre deformations as a result of basic motion simulations (Szabó, 2010), (Szabó, 

2012). 
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First a multibody dynamical tyre model was created. This model is able to simulate the tran-

sient behaviour of the tyre and it models the whole circumference therefore the deformation 

outside the contact area is calculated as well. Implementing this tyre model into a four 

wheeled vehicle model basic motion simulations were carried out. First a longitudinal simula-

tion were defined which consists of acceleration, constant speed drive and deceleration. It was 

followed by a standstill steering, and finally a constant radius circle manoeuvre was per-

formed. As a result of the simulations the following consequences were drawn: 

1. due to the spinning torque acting on the wheel, the tyre suffers parabolic shaped longitu-

dinal deformation which corresponds to the shape of the load distribution along the con-

tact patch; 

2. the longitudinal deformation of a driven, rolling wheel increases linearly from the leading 

edge, and right before the trailing edge the tyre elements starts to slide which makes the 

tyre elements follow the parabolic shape; 

3. the longitudinal deformation of a towed, rolling wheel increases from the leading edge 

after reaching its boundary deformation it starts to decrease and it changes sign as well 

which is caused by the circumferential velocity distribution along the contact patch; 

4. at standstill steering the tyre deformation on the steered wheels have linear shape: at con-

tact centre the deformation is zero, in both direction the deformation is linearly increasing 

until the tyre elements start to slide; 

5. in case of steady state circle manoeuvre the deformation of the tyre will align to the arc of 

the trajectory that is the deformation has arc shape of which centre point and radius is 

equal to centre point and radius of the trajectory. 

Third thesis 

I stated that in case of steady state circle manoeuvre the initial tyre deformation influences 

the trajectory of the vehicle: it travels on different path compared to the case without initial 

deformation. With given tyre and vehicle parameters at 20° steering angle after a quarter cir-

cle path this absolute deviation is more 10 centimetres (Szabó & Takács, 2007). 

Two different steady state circle manoeuvres were carried out using the multibody dynam-

ical tyre model. In the first case the simulation was started with steered front wheels, without 

any initial deformation. At second case at the beginning of the simulation the steering angle 

was zero, and first a steering manoeuvre was carried out at standstill, and when the steering 

angle reached the required 20°, the vehicle was accelerated. With both simulations a quarter 

circle path were made, then the trajectory and the tyre deformations were compared. I stated if 

there is initial deformation despite of the positive angle of the front wheels the vehicle start to 

turn into negative direction. The reason is that the tyre begins to relax from its initial defor-

mation right after the start of rolling during which it tends to turn into negative direction. Af-

ter a quarter circle path the difference between the two cases is more than 10 centimetres. Fi-

nally the tyre deformations in both cases are the same, but until then the two trajectories have 

severe offset. 
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Fourth thesis 

I stated that in case of steady state circle manoeuvre the decrease of the steering angle of the 

outer arc wheel with 15 percent results in increase of the turning radius of the vehicle with 

more than 6 percent. Although the increase of the steering angle of this wheel with 15 percent 

results in decrease of the turning radius with only 2 percent (Szabó & Takács, 2008). 

To prove this statement steady state circle manoeuvre was carried out at which the steering 

angle of the outer arc wheel was modified by an error factor. More simulations were per-

formed with different error factors. Analysing the results I determined that both the turning 

centre and the turning radius have different value at different steering error. Based on the re-

sults I take relations between the turning radius and the steering geometry error. I also inves-

tigated how the tyre deformation changes in function of steering error. 

Fifth thesis 

A test bench was designed for measuring the longitudinal and lateral static stiffness of the 

tyre at different wheel loads and at different inflation pressures (Szabó, 2013). 

I designed and with the help of my colleagues we produced a test bench with which the stat-

ic stiffness characteristics of a tyre can be recorded both in longitudinal and lateral direction. 

The dual frame system of the bench allows the free vertical motion of the wheel enabling the 

free radial deformation of the tyre. Thanks to this the measurements could be performed at 

different wheel loads and different inflation pressures. From the recorded force-deformation 

characteristics the stiffness of the tyre are calculated. I set relations between the stiffness and 

the wheel parameters like wheel load and inflation pressure. During the measurements the 

friction coefficients were determined. 
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